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Small Group Essentials
T HE F O UR KE YS 

Four key ingredients should be a part of every small group:
The Word of God: Whether we study straight from the Bible or study the
Bible through devotional books/guides, we are committed to GROWING from
the Word of God in Christ.


Growth: We are here because we want to GROW and see our lives
transformed to be more like Christ. As part of this GROWTH we commit
to pray for each other. We seek to encourage each other and hold each other
accountable in the steps of our discipleship process: CONNECT to God -GROW
Together - SHARE Christ.


Acceptance: As members of this Life Group we seek to accept each other
unconditionally as Christ does each of us, seeking to build strong friendships
rooted in Christ.


Confidentiality: Everything shared in this group stays with this group.
Gossip and slander are unacceptable. Like Christ, we seek the best for each other.
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how to use this book
Each session in this booklet corresponds to the video teaching you will be
watching with your Life Group. This format is set up for groups that meet for
approximately 1 ½ hours. You can make adjustments based on the time limits
for your group. Each week the format will be as follows:
Welcome, Introduction, Ice Breakers and Opening Prayer, Read the Four
Keys, Discuss the previous week's challenges (10-15 min.)
We encourage you to spend a few minutes getting to know each other and
reviewing the Essentials of Life Groups.
Prepare to Watch the Video (5 min.)
Use the short discussion questions to prepare the group for the video session.
Watch the Video (5-10 min.)
Watch video, and then discuss what insights were gained, or what caught the
attention of the members in the group.
Discussion Questions (45 min.)
Answering all the study questions is not expected or required. Your group may
have robust discussion on just a few, or they may move quickly through many.
Closing Thought, Prayer Requests and Closing Prayer (15 min.)
Please take time to note any praise reports and prayer requests. Please keep these
in prayer during the week.
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week 1

week 1 - introduction

week 1

INTRODUCTION


Welcome, Introduction, Ice Breakers and Opening Prayer



Read 'Small Group Essentials - The Four Keys' on PAGE 2



Read Pgs. 6-10 of the RLC challenge book and Discuss:
• Why are you interested in going through The Red Letter Challenge?
• What are you trusting God to do over the next 40 days?
• Read the Group Promises together.

Group promises for rlc
I commit to these basic Red Letter Challenge Group promises. This is
my “ALL IN” pledge to live out Jesus’ words, both in my own life and
in helping my Group do so.
I will be on time and show up with my whole heart.
I understand that this Group is 100% confidential. Whatever is
shared in the Group stays in the Group.
I will respect other Group members by participating openly and
speaking honestly, without dominating the discussions.
I will not try to fix people, preach a sermon, or give unsolicited
advice.
When I share in the Group, I will share primarily about myself and
not about others.
I will trust God to work in all of us as we live out the Red Letters of
Jesus together!

INTRODUCTION
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Prepare to watch week 1 video
Before watching video discuss:
• What descriptions do non-Christians sometimes give of
Jesus followers?
• What words describe Jesus and what He stands for?



Watch the Video: week 1 - introduction

Read the story of The Good Samaritan together – Luke 10:25-37
1. What stands out to you in this parable?

2. What did the expert in the law ask Jesus? Did he like Jesus' answer
why or why not?

3. Both the priest and the Levite were both trained up the right way in
the church, but they missed the mark. How did they miss the mark and
why? If comfortable, describe a time in your life where you’ve missed the
mark.

4. The Samaritan stopped and helped. What actions did he perform?
Why are they important (i.e. Demonstrated compassion, used oil, which
is soothing, used wine which is an antiseptic because of the alcohol content, put the man on his own donkey, took to a place where all his needs
could be met, paid for what was needed)?

5. What does this parable teach us about what it means to represent
Jesus in the world?
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week 1

6. Why does Pastor Zach stress so much about putting Jesus' words into
practice? Where have you seen in your life that practicing something has
been beneficial to you?

Say/Read: Both the priest and the Levite were trained up theologically the
right way, but they missed the mark. When there was someone in need, they
did completely the opposite of what God wanted them to do. Part of the
problem in the Christian faith is that we don’t know what targets to shoot for
and what it truly means to follow Jesus.
The Red Letter Challenge has identified 5 targets to shoot for:
Being>

Forgiving>

Serving>

Giving>

Going

Over the next 6 weeks we will be looking at these targets.
7. Thinking about your life right now, which one of these five will be the
easiest for you? Which of the five weeks do you expect to stretch you the
most or be most difficult for you?

8. Take the self-assessment at the end of this lesson (page 8). If time allows, discuss with group.

closing thought

&

prayer

Say/Read: “Everyone thinks of changing the world, but no one thinks of
changing himself.” (Leo Tolstoy)
Spend time praying for your group as you all embark on the 40-Day Challenge together. This week we are to be in our Red Letter Challenge Journal
daily. Pastor Zach tells us, "No matter where you're starting, doing the
words of Jesus will help you find the life you were made for. I believe few
things stretch our faith more than actually getting involved and doing the
things God is asking us to do. When we feel unequipped and unprepared
(which you will feel at times in this Challenge), God will use those moments to give, shape, and form your faith."
Pray and ask God for encouragement, strength, and perseverance to live
out the words of Jesus over the next 40 days and for a lifetime.
INTRODUCTION
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self-ref lec t ion
Following Jesus is the greatest opportunity we will ever have,
and it's also something we constantly want to strive to get better at. Give yourself an honest assessment for each of the five
main principles by rating yourself on a scale of 1 to 10. (with
10 being the best)
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week 1

week 2 - being

week 2

BEING


Welcome, Introduction, Ice Breakers and Opening Prayer



Read 'Small Group Essentials - The Four Keys' on PAGE 2



Take some time to discuss the previous week’s Challenges. Here are
some things to discuss:
1. Celebrate a “win” that you had in the Red Letter Challenge over
the past week.
2. Share a struggle.
3. What did God reveal to you during the Challenges this week?

Prepare to watch week 2 video
Before watching video ask:
• What does it mean to "be" with Christ?



Watch the Video: week 2 - being

1. Pastor Zach shares that "following Jesus means both being with Jesus
and doing the things He asks. Some people are better at being, however
may not be as productive, while others enjoy doing and want to get things
done! But if we don't spend time being, our doing won't be as productive.
If we don't spend the time resting in God and learning from Him, we'll
quickly burn out and our activity will become more about us than about
Christ." Which side of the spectrum do you lean toward?

Read Luke 10:38-42 together.
2. What stands out to you in this passage about Jesus, Mary, and Martha?

BEING
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3. Let's look closer at Mary and Martha...
• What was Martha focused on? Why was she frustrated?
• What was Mary focused on?

4. Re-read Luke 10:41-42.
• Jesus didn't scold Martha for her serving but for what?
• What do the words of Jesus here encourage us to do?

Read Daniel 6:7-10 together.
5. Even when facing the punishment of death, Daniel continued to practice being with God, praying three times a day and following closely after
God with diet, service, and leadership while living as an exile in a foreign
land without a church building or any organized religion. Do you think
it is possible to love people the way Jesus did if we aren’t spending time in
His presence? Explain.

6. In the RLC journal (p. 21) it says, "Our doing flows out of who we
are and who we become when we spend time with Christ." What do you
think about this statement?
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week 2

7. The Challenges for the Week of Being, focus on several spiritual
disciplines: (Bible Reading, Fasting, Prayer, Celebrating God with others,
Worship, Sabbath, Solitude/Rest).

• What do these disciplines look like in your life right now?
• Which one of these comes easiest to you? Why?
• Which one of these do you struggle with the most? Why is that?

closing thought

&

prayer

Say/Read: “If a man wants to be used by God, he cannot spend all of his time
with people.” (A.W. Tozer)
This week we are challenged to "be." Before we do what Jesus asks us to
do, we need to spend time with Him. Each day we will be looking at connecting with Jesus through one of the spiritual disciplines talked about
tonight.
Pray for the Lord to draw each of you near to Him this week. Pray for your
group to recharge with God, celebrate with Him, and find rest in Him.

BEING
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week 3

week 3 - forgiving

week 3

FORGIVING


Welcome, Introduction, Ice Breakers and Opening Prayer



Read 'Small Group Essentials - The Four Keys' on PAGE 2



Take some time to discuss the previous week’s Challenges. Here are
some things to discuss:
1. Celebrate a “win” that you had in the Red Letter Challenge over
the past week.
2. Share a struggle.
3. What did God reveal to you during the Challenges this week?
4. Have you ever thought about how you could get someone back?
Ever imagined having the perfect comeback line? Why does it feel so
good to do that?

Prepare to watch week 3 video
Before watching video:
• Define forgiveness.
• Why is it so hard to forgive others or why would you choose not to
forgive someone?
• Do you find it harder to forgive yourself or others? Explain.



Watch the Video: week 3 - forgiving

1. In the video, Zach talks about how we sometimes "relax" God's commands. What do you think he means by that? Share some examples.

FORGIVING
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2. Why is it important for us not only to give forgiveness but to receive it?

Read John 8: 1-11
3. What stands out to you in this Bible passage?

4. What unforgiveness was the women in this passage walking around
with? What could have happened to her at the end of the situation?

5. Why do you think all the people (teachers of the law and Pharisees)
walked away?

6. Did Jesus condone the sin? How did Jesus encourage the woman once
everyone was gone? What comfort can you find from His words?

7. We so often arm ourselves with rocks and accuse others of their mistakes. Why is it so important for us to drop our rocks? Why does Jesus
encourage us to do this?
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week 3

8. Discuss the following:
• Who is your unforgiveness hurting? You or the person who
hurt you?
• Has anybody ever wronged you more than you have wronged
God?
• Is the way God forgives us different from the way we forgive
others?

closing thought

&

prayer

Say/Read: “To forgive is to set a prisoner free and discover that the prisoner
was you.” (Louis B. Smedes) Pastor Zach shares, "There is no sin too big that
God did not die for on the cross."
What does that statement say to you as you are: Struggling with your own
sins? Struggling to forgive others who've sinned against you?
How can we begin to change the reputation Christians have of being
"judgmental?"
Pray for you and your group to receive God's forgiveness and to be more
forgiving.

FORGIVING
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week 4

week 4 - serving

week 4

SERVING


Welcome, Introduction, Ice Breakers and Opening Prayer



Read 'Small Group Essentials - The Four Keys' on PAGE 2



Take some time to discuss the previous week’s Challenges.
Here are some things to discuss:
1. Celebrate a “win” that you had in the Red Letter Challenge over
the past week.
2. Share a struggle.
3. What did God reveal to you during the Challenges this week?

Prepare to watch week 4 video
Before watching video:
• What are you passionate about when it comes to helping others?
• Why do you think you feel more fulfilled when you help someone else
rather than when you serve yourself?



Watch the Video: week 4 - serving

1. Zach mentioned Abraham Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs, which reveals that the greatest need for fulfillment in this world is when our Transcendence Needs (helping others achieve their potential) are met. Do you
agree?

Read John 13:4-17
2. What stands out to you in this Bible passage?

SERVING
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3. What lesson was Jesus trying to teach His disciples by washing their
feet?

4. In Jesus' day, they didn't have shoes like we do, so their feet would be
dirty from walking on the roads all day long. Washing someone's feet was
the job of the lowest servant in the house.
• How did Peter react when Jesus started washing his feet?
• Why did he think Jesus was too good for that?
• What did it say to Jesus' disciples that He was willing to do this for
them?
• How did Jesus help him see the truth?

5. Have you ever had someone wash your feet for you (having it done in
a nail salon doesn't count) or washed someone else's feet? What was it like
for you? Why might it feel awkward?

6. In the video we are encouraged to stop focusing on finding the one
thing God has for us and start serving where we are at. What do you
think he means by this?

Read Ephesians 2:10 and Read 1 Corinthians 12:4-11
7. What are some of the talents, skills and abilities God has given you to
serve others?
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week 4

8. God’s Word reveals that our purpose is to serve God by serving others. Do you feel like you are fulfilling your God-given purpose for serving? Explain.

9. What are some practical ways you can start serving others right now?

10. Are there any changes you need to make in order to do that?

closing thought

&

prayer

Say/Read: “If you could never speak another word aloud again, how would
you preach the Gospel?” (Mark Crossman)
Spend some time as a group discussing a way you can serve your community
together. Set a date and make a plan for serving together as a group. Make it fun
and enjoy serving!
Pray for God to reveal purpose in the lives of your group and fill them with
a spirit of service.

SERVING
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week 5

week 5 - giving

week 5

GIVING


Welcome, Introduction, Ice Breakers and Opening Prayer



Read 'Small Group Essentials - The Four Keys' on PAGE 2



Take some time to discuss the previous week’s Challenges.
Here are some things to discuss:
1. Celebrate a “win” that you had in the Red Letter Challenge over
the past week.
2. Share a struggle.
3. What did God reveal to you during the Challenges this week?
4. Zach says that after reading the words of Jesus, it’s impossible to be a
stingy Christian. Agree or disagree?
5. If comfortable, talk about a time you’ve been stingy in your life.

Prepare to watch week 5 video
Before watching video:
• Discuss some reasons as to why you believe some Christians hesitate
to give of their money.
• True prosperity is not how much we have, but rather how much we
give. Agree or disagree?



Watch the Video: week 5 - giving

1. In the video, giving was compared to both a spring and a swamp.
• What is the difference between the two?
• Why should we strive to give more like a spring?

GIVING
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Read Mark 12:41-44
2. What stands out to you in this Bible passage?

3. What was it about the widow’s offering that moved Jesus?

4. Have you ever given sacrificially?

Read Acts 4:32-35
5. Is this even possible for us to live like this today? Why or why not?

6. How would our lives be different if we gave more?

7. Why do you think it can be so hard to give away money and resources
that are ultimately God’s anyway? What keeps us from giving more?

8. Spend some time as a group discussing a way you can give to a cause.

closing thought

&

prayer

Say/Read: “If someone were to look through your bank statements and credit
card purchases, would they be able to tell that you’re a follower of Jesus?”
(Zach Zehnder)
How can you model Godly stewardship and generosity this week?
Pray for God to give everyone in your group a spirit of generosity and ask Him
to lead you as you start to give sacrificially.
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week 5

week 6 - going

week 6

GOING


Welcome, Introduction, Ice Breakers and Opening Prayer



Read 'Small Group Essentials - The Four Keys' on PAGE 2



Take some time to discuss the previous week’s Challenges.
Here are some things to discuss:
1. Celebrate a “win” that you had in the Red Letter Challenge over
the past week.
2. Share a struggle.
3. What did God reveal to you during the Challenges this week?
4. Who taught you about Jesus originally or has impacted your faith walk?

Prepare to watch week 6 video
Before watching video:
• Your testimony can change lives. Do you believe that?
• What are some hesitations we might have about sharing our stories
with others?



Watch the Video: week 6 - going

Read Acts 4:32-35
1. What stands out to you in this Bible passage?

2. How do the words of Jesus impact you? What does He ask us to do?

3. What does it mean to be Jesus' witness? How does your story play a
part in this?

GOING
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4. What role does the Holy Spirit play in our lives? How could you become more aware of the Holy Spirit in your life?

Read Romans 5:8
5. When Jesus died on the cross for our sins, our death sentence was removed. This is why we should "go," so others can be freed the same. How
do you feel about your story having an eternal impact for others? How
does God's grace play into that?

6. Zach mentioned in the video that sometimes what keeps people from
talking about Jesus is the feeling that they need to know everything first.
For others, it may be thinking they need a big flowery testimony or transformation. However, what's most important is the difference Jesus has
made in your life. Start thinking about your story with the two questions
below. Share some of your answers with the group.
(If you have already completed Day 36 of the RLC [page 219], you can refer
to what you wrote there)
• What are some things that God has done for you?
• What difference has God made in your life?

closing thought

&

prayer

Say/Read: “You are God’s Plan, and there is no Plan B!” (Chris Hodges)
Pray that God would give your group a spirit of boldness for sharing their
testimonies and pray for people in your lives that don’t know Christ yet.
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week 6

week 7 - conclusion (optional)

week 7

CONCLUSION
 Can be done as part of week 6, or as an optional 7th week


Welcome, Introduction, Ice Breakers and Opening Prayer



Read 'Small Group Essentials - The Four Keys' on PAGE 2



Take some time to discuss the previous week’s Challenges.
Here are some things to discuss:
1. Celebrate a “win” that you had in the Red Letter Challenge over
the past week.
2. Share a struggle.
3. What did God reveal to you during the Challenges this week?



Watch the Video: week 7 - conclusion

1. Looking back over the past 40 days, how is your heart still wrestling
with applying the words of Jesus?

2. In which ways do you think you’ve grown the most?

3. As you move forward, how can you be intentional about continuing to
live out the words of Jesus?

CONCLUSION
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closing thought

&

prayer

Without looking at your answers from your first evaluation, take the assessment again (next page). Discuss what has changed and/or stayed the
same and why.
Each person prays for the person on the left. Pray for any prayer requests
and pray for encouragement in applying the words of Jesus in their life.
Send people out with the blessing that Zach shared in the video:

May God do great and powerful things through you.
May the kingdom of God be advanced because of your work.
May you when all is said and done hear God say to you,
"Well done, my good and faithful servant."
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week 7

self-ref lec t ion
Following Jesus is the greatest opportunity we will ever have,
and it's also something we constantly want to strive to get better at. Give yourself an honest assessment for each of the five
main principles by rating yourself on a scale of 1 to 10. (with
10 being the best)
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Forgiving
1

Serving
1

Giving
1

Going
1

Ice Breakers

Ice
Breakers
To do with your group if time allows
Take something from your wallet/purse and tell how it relates to you.
Tell about the most positive conversation that you had today.
Tell about the most interesting thing that happened to you today.
Tell about the most humorous incident that you experienced in the last year.
My favorite fun activity when I was a child was…
The thing that drives me crazy is…
We celebrated Easter when I was a child by…
My favorite movie of all times is…
My idea of a great vacation is…
My favorite food is…
If I could visit any era of history, I would visit…
My favorite childhood memory is…
My favorite leisure activity is…
Tell about the best birthday present you ever received.
Share one of the happiest days of your life.
Describe what your day was like today.
If you had to move and could only take three things with you,
what would you take?
While growing up I saw God as…
What would you do if someone willed you a million dollars?
If you could do anything you want this time next year, what would it be?
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ice breakers

Thank You

to all who have contributed to the Red Letter Challenge curriculum guide,
video production and St. John's 2019 Life Group campaign:
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Megan Guebert
Pastor Michael Hayes
Chris Higgins
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Pastor Tim Klinkenberg
David Kruse
Christina Meadows
John Primm
Mary Strack
Leona Tschopp
Pastor Trevor Van Blarcom
Eric Winders
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